
Influence
List every issue you have personally

transformed or healed & what modality,
product(s), or resource(s) you used. (ie
habits, beliefs, patterns,symptoms etc.)

List every issue you have helped someone
else transform or heal through healing

modalities, advice, product(s) & resource(s)
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A specialty is ... A topic you love exploring, an issue that brings you life, a symptom you
constantly research, aka if you had to choose one topic to explore for the next ten years, which
would you choose?

A Specialty is not... the topic you think you should love, the issue that sounds most respect
worthy, the symptom that sounds most challenging, aka What topics do you explore to impress
others (or yourself)?

Consider your business. Does your niche, product or specialty align with the items listed above?

Influence
Imagine a client/customer emails you about the topics on page one. Carefully think about how
each one makes you feel. How does it feel in your body, what sensations are you experiencing.
Cross off topics that make you feel heavy/stressed. Circle topics that make you feel intrigued or

curious. Star topics that make you feel grateful and alive! Write the starred topics below:

Tap the side of the hand stating 3 times: Even though I think I
should focus on _________, the truth is that I LOVE working with people
who are struggling with/overcoming/interested in __________.

Tap on points using reminder statements like: All this confusion
about if I should do __________, Feeling ____________, How do I resolve this?
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My Super Powers
List Your Significant Life Events That made
you who you are today & taught you your

biggest lessons.

List how each memory shaped you as a
practitioner, coach, business owner (ie I

learned shame is a gift, I learned partners
trigger unment childhood needs etc.)

Guided Meditation - Bring in counselors to
help you with your troubles and give you

the wisdom you need to get clarity.
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My Path
Write about your guided meditation experience. What were your troubles? What was

the gift you were given? How did it effect your troubles? What did you do with your gift?
What did you learn from your counselors?

You are on a podcast, and the interviewer asks, "What made you choose this career
path and your areas of focus?  Which two events from above would you share?

Fill in the blank:  If I could serve one person for the next year, I would guide the person

 who is going through _________________________________ (one type of event from above).
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My Bio
Free Write:  Fill in the blanks to share what you do, How you do it and why.

WHAT

Use to create your bio. Edit to less than 350 words. List your specialties: look at the starred
topics. Add credentials: List certifications and trainings you've attended.
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I love working with people who are facing ...

I approach their issue by ...

A typical session looks like .....

Typical Results are ...

HOW

WHY
I care deeply about this topic because...

I've seen clients transform...


